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ANIMAL CATEGORIES IN CHICANO CHILDREN'S 
SPOOKY STORIES AND RIDDLES 
John H. McDowel I 
The thesis to be advanced in this essay is that two common 
genres of folk expression 1 riddle and narrative, carve out distinct 
rea I ms of experience for artistic representation, and that they 
treat these separate realms in contrastive fashion. Specifically, 
riddles focus on the familiar domains of experience and render 
them strange, while spooky stories focus on the strange to render 
it more familiar. Finally, this differential usage of experience 
imp I ies an under I ying folk cosmology. 
Raw materials supporting this thesis are riddles and narra­
tives performed by Chicano children in Austin, Texas, during the 
year 1974. The children ranged in age from 4 to 11 years, with 
bot.h sexes represented, and collection was done in the peer-group 
setting in an effort to capture the authentic flavor of child-to­
child interaction.1 
In all, I perused several hundred riddles and perhaps one 
hundred narratives. The riddle corpus is primarily in the English 
language, and approximates a general North American juvenile 
riddling sample, since over eighty percent of it can be indexed 
with reference to prior North American collections. The narratives, 
on the other hand, are more likely to be recited in Spanish, and 
constitute an obvious ethnic heritage. I am concerned only with 
the category of narrative designated by the children as spooky 
stories. These narratives combine elements of Marchen and belief 
tale, and are greatly cherished by the children. 
PERFORMANCES Both riddle and narrative are conversation­
al genres, and they often share conversational settings; the rapid 
give-and-take of the riddle provides a respite from the more 
deliberate pacing of the narrative. Each genre tends to open a 
field of discourse; that is, a speech context favoring the recital 
of related items. Among the Chicano children whose interaction I 
observed, riddle fields often alternated with narrative fields, 
thereby preserving a situational bond between the two genres. 
The tendency of riddle and spooky story to share discourse 
environments is tantamount to a wedding of opposites. At the level 
of performance, the two genres are high I y contrasted. The riddle 
delegates to all willing participants an active role, either as one 
who poses or as one who attempts to resolve a propositional ambi­
guity. The narrative establishes essentially active and passive 
roles, those of narrator and audience respectively. Furthermore, 
the complete riddle act, with semantic closure, rarely endures 
more than a minute. A single narrative act, with final comments 
included, commonly lasts five to fifteen minutes among children. 
Certain strictures of conversational etiquette such as the tendency 
to take turns and censure repetitive material apply equally to both 
genres. But within these broad constraints, riddle and narrative 
establish starkly contrastive interactional dynamics. In addition, 
these oppositions of performance have their counterparts at the 
levels of semantic reference, and semantic transformation. 





